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Dynamics in discrete two-dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations in the presence
of point defects
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V. K. Mezentsev† and J. Juul Rasmussen
Department of Optics and Fluid Dynamics, Riso” National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

~Received 5 February 1996!

The dynamics of two-dimensional discrete structures is studied in the framework of the generalized two-
dimensional discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. The nonlinear coupling in the form of the Ablowitz-
Ladik nonlinearity and point impurities is taken into account. The stability properties of the stationary solutions
are examined. The essential importance of the existence of stable immobile solitons in the two-dimensional
dynamics of the traveling pulses is demonstrated. The typical scenario of the two-dimensional quasicollapse of
a moving intense pulse represents the formation of standing trapped narrow spikes. The influence of the point
impurities on this dynamics is also investigated.@S0163-1829~96!00926-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

Localization phenomena are widely recognized as a key
for understanding the excitation dynamics in many physical
contexts such as the theory of light pulse propagation in
nonlinear waveguides and charge and energy transport in
condensed-matter physics and biophysics.1 In the present pa-
per we study the discrete localized stationary states
~breathers2 and solitons3,4! and their localization dynamics in
the framework of the two-dimensional~2D! generalized dis-
crete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations GDNSE’s, which in
the continuum limit becomes the well-know nonlinear Schro¨-
dinger equation~NSE!. The GDNSE, we consider, is given
by

i Ċm,n1Vm,nCm,n1buCm,nu2Cm,n1~Cm11,n1Cm21,n

1Cm,n111Cm,n21!~J1auCm,nu2!50, ~1!

whereCm,n is the complex amplitude of the on-site excita-
tion, Vm,n describes the inhomogeneous frequency shift,b
measures the intrinsic on-site nonlinearity, and the constants
a andJ describe the simplest cases of linear and nonlinear
coupling between nearest neighbors. The one-dimensional
quantized version of this model was considered by Salerno5

and recently it was introduced as a model for one-
dimensional classical lattices by Cai, Bishop, and
Gro”nbech-Jensen.6 The GDNSE model represents the super-
position of the well-known discrete self-trapping~DST! type
of nonlinearity term7 and the 2D form of the
Ablowitz-Ladik8 ~AL ! type. If a50, Eq. ~1! reduces to the
DST equation, which arises in the study of envelope wave
propagation in anharmonic lattices in many concrete appli-
cations, e.g., in the theory of energy transport in
biopolymers9 and carrier wave propagation in nonlinear fiber
arrays.10 The terms that are proportional toa describe the 2D
extension of the Ablowitz-Ladik equation, which is inte-
grable forb50 in the one-dimensional case by means of the
inverse scattering transform.8 Physically speaking, these

terms correspond to the nonlinear coupling between nearest
neighbors. The properties of the one-dimensional GDNSE
were recently analyzed in Ref. 11 and the influence of impu-
rities was considered in Ref. 12. In Ref. 13 the lD GDNSE
was derived for an electrical lattice. For the pure DST case
the solitons and their stability were studied in Refs. 3 and 4
for cubic nonlinearity in two dimensions and for arbitrary
power nonlinearity in the framework of the one-dimensional
model.14 The soliton shapes and the soliton stability criteria
were found and it was also shown that the soliton instability
leads to quasicollapse, i.e., fast localization of the initial ex-
citation. The quasicollapse dynamics was investigated for the
one-dimensional case in Ref. 15. The defect-soliton interac-
tion in the continuum case was considered in Ref. 16 for one
dimension and in Refs. 17 and 18 for two dimensions.

In the present paper we study the soliton solutions and the
quasicollapse both in the homogeneous case and in the pres-
ence of point defects in the framework of the generalized
model equation~1!. The paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the model of the classical two-
dimensional lattice used in the simulations. In Sec. III the
properties of standing solitary solutions are presented. Sec-
tion IV is devoted to quasicollapse dynamics of standing
~Sec. IV A! as well as moving~Sec. IV B! pulses. Also we
consider the role of the point defects on the collapse dynam-
ics. Finally Sec. V concludes the paper with a discussion of
the results and possible applications.

II. MODEL

The starting point of our analysis is the basic equation~1!
rewritten in the equivalent form

iU̇ m,n1vm,nUm,n24Um,n12~12a!Um,nuUm,nu2

1~Um11,n1Um21,n1Um,n111Um,n21!

3S 11
a

2 UUm,nU2D50, ~2!
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where the scale transformations

C5S 2J

4a1bD
1/2

ei4tU, t5Jt8, a5S 11
b

4aD
21

,

vm,n5Vm,n /J

have been introduced. The factora shows the relative
strength of DST (a50) and AL (a51) types of nonlineari-
ties. Equation~2! can be derived from the Hamiltonian

H5(
m,n

~Um,nUm,n11* 1Um,nUm11,n* 1c.c.!

2
2

a (
m,n

S 4a 2vm,nD lnS 11
a

2
uUm,nu2D

24
a21

a (
m,n

uUm,nu2 ~3!

accompanied by asymmetric Poisson brackets

$Um,n ,Um,n* %5 i S 11
a

2
uUm,nu2D dm,n , $Um,n ,Um,n%50.

~4!

Then Eq.~2! is expressed asU̇m,n5$H,Um,n* % and it imme-
diately gives the conservation of the HamiltonianH. The
generalized model Eq.~2! also conserves the quantity

N5(
m,n

2

a
lnS 11

a

2
uUm,nu2D , ~5!

which we will refer to as theexcitation number, noting that
in the limit a→0 it coincides with the conventional defini-
tion (N5(m,nuUm,nu2).

Equation ~2! has the continuum limit in the form of a
standard cubic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation.

iU t1Uxx1Uyy12uUu2U50,

x5mL, y5nL, U~x,y!5Um,n , ~6!

where L is the lattice spacing. This model conserves the
Hamiltonian H5*(u¹Uu22uUu4)dr , total momentum
P5*( iU *¹U1c.c.)dr , and excitation number
N5* uUu2dr . It possesses localized stationary and moving
2D soliton solutions. However, they are unstable19 and the
development of the instability leads to collapse or blowup. In
general, the necessary condition for blowup of a localized
initial condition is given by the inequalityN.Nc'5.86,
whereNc is the excitation number of the ground-state soliton
solution. Due to the Galilean invariance of the continuum,
limit Eq. ~6!, there is no difference between the evolution for
initial conditions corresponding to standing and moving
waves. In particular, it means that the collapse dynamics is
universal and independent of the movement of the excitation.

III. STATIONARY SOLUTIONS

First we consider standing stationary solutions of Eq.~2!,
i.e., soliton solutions, in the form

Um,n5Fm,nexp~ ivt !, ~7!

where both the shapeFm,n and the corresponding nonlinear
frequency shiftv are determined by the nonlinear algebraic
eigenvalue problem

wm,n[2~v2vm,n!Fm,n24Fm,n12~12a!uFm,nu2Fm,n

1~Fm11,n1Fm21,n1Fm,n111Fm,n21!

3S 11
a

2
uFm,nu2D50. ~8!

FIG. 1. Stationary solutions given by Eqs.~7! and ~8!. ~a! Ho-
mogeneous case (v050). Excitation numberN, Eq. ~5!, versusl
for a51 ~Ablowitz-Ladik case, solid line!, 0.5 ~dashed line!, 0.2
~dot-dashed line!, and 0~DST, dotted line!. ~b! Influence of accep-
tor point defect (v0.0, a50). Excitation numberN, Eq. ~5!,
versus spectral parameterl for v050 ~homogeneous case, solid
line!, 0.5 ~dashed line!, 1 ~dotted line!, and 2~dot-dashed line!.

FIG. 2. Stationary solutions given by Eqs.~7! and ~8! in the
homogeneous Ablowitz-Ladik case (v050, a51). Excitations
numberN, Eq. ~5!, versus spectral parameterl, for grid size
M3M ; M564 ~solid line!, 32 ~dashed line!, 16 ~dot-dashed line!,
and 8~dotted line!.
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The standing 2D soliton solutions defined by~8! in the pure
DST case (a50) were described in Ref. 3. In the present
paper we study the effects of both the Ablowitz-Ladik non-
linear coupling and the spatial point defects provided by the

additional frequency shift at a particular site:
vm,n5v0dm,0d0,n Attracting ~repelling! defects correspond
to positive~negative! values ofv0 . We shall denote the two
casesacceptoranddonor, respectively.

FIG. 3. Dynamics of a standing solution in the homogeneous DST case Eq.~2! with v050, a50. Initial condition, Eq.~10!, with
A050.4, m05n058, km5kn50, and m̄5n̄50; t50, 7, 10, 11, and 12.
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The numerical procedure used to solve the nonlinear ei-
genvalue problem Eq.~8! is a discrete version of the iterative
Petviashvili method originally developed to find equilibrium
states in plasma physics described in Ref. 20. It can be re-

duced to a discrete mapping based on the nonlinear lattice
Green’s function introduced by Sievers and Takeno.21 The
maximum residual error maxm,nufm,nu of the numerical so-
lution Fm,n of Eq. ~8! never exceeded 10210.

FIG. 4. Dynamics of a standing solution in the inhomogeneous
donor DST case Eq.~2! with v0524, a50. Initial condition, Eq.
~10!, with A050.4, m05n056, km5kn50, andm̄5n̄50; t50,
24, and 42.

FIG. 5. Dynamics of a standing solution in the inhomogeneous
acceptor DST case Eq.~2! with v052, a50. Initial condition, Eq.
~10!, with A050.4, m05n056, km5kn50, andm̄5n̄50; t50,
24, and 42.
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Recently, the instability criterion for soliton solutions was
proved for the pure DST case in Ref. 4 (a50 in our nota-
tion!. The solitons are unstable for]N/]v,0. The deriva-
tion of such a criterion was reported in Ref. 22 for the equa-
tions of the NSE type. For the pure DST case the same
stability criterion for the one-dimensional discrete NSE with
arbitrary power nonlinearity was obtained in Ref. 14. Here
we extrapolate the stability criterion to the GDNSE, i.e., we
assume that stable solitons correspond to the positive sign of
the quantity]N/]v or, which is the same,]N/]l, where
l5v1/2.

Figure 1~a! shows the excitation numberN for stationary
solutions given by Eqs.~7! and ~8! versus the spectral pa-
rameterl for a particular grid size: 32332, for different
values ofa. The value of the local maximum ofN increases
with a. On the other hand, the range in parameterl corre-

sponding to the negative slope of the curveN(l) narrows
with the increase ofa. It means that in the case of Ablowitz-
Ladik solitons the instability region is smaller. In the limit of
largel,]N/]l.0 for all a; i.e., the stability property of the
‘‘narrow’’ soliton solutions is independent ofa.

Figure 1~b! illustrates the effect of a point defect on the
stability of the soliton solutions in the DST cases. The soli-
ton solutions were found for a lattice with a single acceptor
introduced at the center of the lattice. The same curves, i.e.,
N versusl, are plotted for different acceptor frequency
shifts. Note the stabilizing effect of the acceptor impurity.
Apparently it can be explained by the attractive nature of the
acceptor, i.e., the frequency shift in the acceptor case is posi-
tive (vm,n.0), therefore it acts physically as an attracting
potential. For the donor case we have not found any local-
ized stationary solutions with the maximum of intensity at
the donor site. This is a consequence of the repelling nature
of the donor defect.

FIG. 6. Intensities versus time in the~a! homogeneous case
v050, ~b! donor casev0524, and~c! acceptor casev052. Solid
curve, central site~0!; long-dashed curve site~1!; dot-dashed curve,
site ~2!; dashed curve, site~3!. Sites numbers are defined in the
inset.

FIG. 7. Sum of intensities versus time in the~a! homogeneous
case v050, ~b! donor casev0524, and ~c! acceptor case,
v052. Solid curve~5 sites, 011!; long-dashed curve~9 sites, 011
12!; short-dashed curve~13 sites, 0111213!.
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In Fig. 2 the dependence ofN on the grid size is shown in
the Ablowitz-Ladik case. In the infinite limit the influence of
the boundary conditions becomes negligible and it is re-
flected in the narrowing of the dip in the region of smalll
with increasing number of grid points. The level of the flat
plateau between the dip and the local maximum near
l'0.6 approaches in a infinite lattice limit the asymptotic
threshold valueNc corresponding to the continuum ground-
state soliton. Note that in this case there is a finite interval
near the threshold value in which three values of the spectral
parameterv give the same value ofN. We conjecture that
only the smaller and the larger values ofv ~for which
]N/]v.0) correspond to stable solutions, i.e., bistability
occurs. We have obtained numerical evidence for that con-
jecture using the soliton solution as an initial condition in
simulations of the full dynamical equations~2!.

For our further consideration the stability of the narrow
solitons (v.1) corresponding to the right branch of the
curve N(l) with the positive slope, is of primary impor-
tance. These stable states will appear as the final states of the
quasicollapse evolution of broad initial conditions.

IV. QUASICOLLAPSE OF THE LOCALIZED
EXCITATIONS

The localization~quasicollapse! and pinning of the trav-
eling waves are the important questions in applications. The
basic model Eq.~2! possesses in the absence of defects
traveling-wave solutions in the form of monochromatic
waves

Um,n5A exp~ iVt1 imkm1 inkn!,

V54~sin2km1sin2kn!12F12a1
a

2
~coskm1coskn!G uAu2.

~9!

It implies that broad smooth pulses modulated in space will
propagate, at least initially, similarly to the monochromatic
wave Eqs~9!. In this section we describe the results of the
numerical simulations of the localization dynamics of the
initially standing~Sec. IV A! and moving~Sec. IV B! exci-
tations. We study the evolution of a localized pulse given
initially as

U~m,n,t50!5A~m,n!exp@ ikm~m2m̄!1 ikn~n2n̄!#,

A~m,n!5A0expF2Sm2m̄

m0
D 22S n2n̄

n0
D 2G . ~10!

In order to investigate the dynamical evolution of the initial
conditions Eqs.~10! we solved Eq.~2!, using a standard
fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. To check the accuracy we
calculate the relative errorseN52uN(t)2N(0)u/N(0) and
eH52uH(t)2H(0)u/H(0). We have kepteN and eH less
that 1029 and 1025, respectively. In most of our runs we
have used a lattice of the size 65365 with the indicesm,n
varying within the range@2M /2,M /2# with M564. Zero
boundary conditions are implied. Since the primary goal of
the simulations is a study of the contraction dynamics, i.e.,
the events of interest are very localized~usually within a box
of the width of a few lattice sites!, the influence of bound-
aries is typically limited to the reflection of the weak radia-
tion going out from the collapsing pulse. A lattice two times
larger withM5128 and the same initial conditions is simu-
lated to verify the absence of significant boundary effects in
suspicious cases.

Contrary to the continuum limit Eq.~6!, the discrete
model demonstrates a much richer variety of localization dy-
namics. It is worth recalling that in the case of continuum 2D
NSE’s there are only two alternatives that can be realized;
either collapse in finite time or dispersive spreading of the
initial pulse all over space.

In the following discussion of the results we restrict our-
selves to the consideration of the DST case. However, simi-
lar calculations were carried out for the AL case. We discuss
briefly the qualitative differences at the end of the present
section.

A. Standing excitations

We first investigate the development of quasicollapse of
standing excitations in the presence of the point defects; thus
we start with the initial condition Eq. ~10! with
km5kn50. In all cases, we have employed symmetric
pulses (m05n0) and a symmetric lattice. The quasicollapse
on a homogeneous lattice was investigated in details in Refs.
3 and 23. In the present subsection we emphasize the influ-
ence of point defects on the quasicollapse and post-collapse
evolution.

Figure 3 shows the typical dynamics of the standing so-
lution in the homogeneous DST case~a50, no defects in-
troduced!. We observe that the initially circular symmetric
excitation develops into a breatherlike structure oscillating
between the center of the initial excitation and the few
nearest-neighbor sites~see also Refs. 3 and 4!. Adding a
defect at the center of the initial excitation, we obtain the
evolution shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the donor and acceptor
cases, respectively. In the donor case~Fig. 4! four neighbor-

FIG. 8. Angular frequency 2p/T versus the excitation number
N for the dimer system Eqs.~11! and~12!; solid line, homogeneous
casev050; dashed line, acceptor casev052. The triangles corre-
spond to numerically integrate dimer truncation Eq.~2!, squares
correspond to trimer truncation, and circles correspond to frequen-
cies of breather oscillations produced by the initially exciting only
the central site in a large lattice (64364). Open and full symbols
show the homogeneous and the acceptor case, respectively. The
diamonds labeleda andc show the frequencies of the post collapse
oscillations in the homogeneous case@Figs. 6~a! and 7~a!# and the
acceptor case@Figs. 6~c! and 7~c!#.
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ing spikes are excited without a significant central spike. As
a result of the repulsion from the donor site the creation of
four spikes turns out to be sensitive to the symmetry of the
system, e.g., the relative position of the donor site, symmetry
of the lattice, or symmetry of the initial distribution. In the
asymmetrical situation two spikes may appear instead of
four. In the acceptor case~Fig. 5! a central spike develops. In
contrast to the defect less case~Fig. 3!, a broad pedestal
background excitation develops due to the attraction by the
acceptor. In this case the evolution is insensitive to asymme-
tries.

To illustrate the fine structure of the central region of the
contracted excitation, we plot the time dependence of the
intensitiesI mn5uUmnu2 for several central cites. In Fig. 6 we
have plotted the time evolution of the sites in the neighbor-
hood of the central site in the homogeneous, donor, and ac-
ceptor cases. Similarly, Fig. 7 illustrates the sums of the
intensities of the neighboring sites. We observe that in the
donor case the dominant part of the intensity is contained in
the nearest neighbors~site 1! @Fig. 6~b!#. In the homogeneous

case and the acceptor case the central site will contain the
main portion of the intensity@Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!#. Further-
more, the intensity oscillations are seen to persist, indicating
the breather nature of the excitations. In view of the observed
behavior we may expect that the dynamics of the collapsed
state is simply governed by a dimer approximation as was
also suggested in Ref. 4. It is immediately seen that only in
the homogeneous case and the acceptor case may the dimer
truncation approximate the results of the numerical simula-
tions. This is due to the fact that only in those cases the total
intensity at the central site and the nearest neighbors
(011) is approximately constant. A simple analysis of the
observed oscillations can thus be performed by truncating
the system such that only the five central sites
(U0,0, U61,0, andU0,61) are considered~see also Ref. 4!.
Assuming additionally that the excitation is completely sym-

metric (U61,05U0,615
1
2 f1 andU0,05f0) we get the sys-

tem of equations

i ḟ012f124f012uf0u2f01v0f050, ~11!

FIG. 9. Dynamics of a moving solution in the
homogeneous DST case Eq.~2! with v050,
a50. Initial condition, Eq. ~10!, with
A050.4, m05n056, kn50, km50.1p, and
(m̄,n̄)5(27,0); t50, 18, and 24.
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i ḟ112f024f11
1
2 uf1u2f150. ~12!

These equations are easily analyzed introducing the four real
variables~Bloch variables!

x5f0f1*1f1f0* , y5 i ~f0f1*2f1f0* !,

z5uf0u22uf1u2, Nd
25~ uf0u21uf1u2!25x21y21z2,

~13!

whereNd is an integral of motion. From here we get the
equation forz

z̈5dE2~d21162 5
4E!z2 15

8 dz22 25
32z

3, ~14!

whered5v01
3
4Nd andE is a constant determined by the

initial valuesE5dz(0)14x(0)1 5
8z(0)

2. From the solution
of Eq. ~14! one can express the periodT of the dimer oscil-
lations in terms of the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind. Figure 8 shows the angular frequency 2p/T versus

excitation numberN for both the homogeneous case~solid
line! and the acceptor case~dashed line!. However, a direct
comparison between the frequencies of the dimer oscillation
and the breatherlike oscillations in the post-collapse stage as
in Fig. 6 shows the full lattice simulations give frequencies
significantly below the values predicted by the dimer model
for both the homogeneous case and the acceptor case~shown
by diamonds with labelsa andc, respectively, in Fig. 8!.

To clarify this discrepancy we have numerically solved
Eq. ~2! truncated to a dimer@also Eqs.~11! and ~12!# with
the initial excitation on only the central site. This develops a
breatherlike solution with the main frequency, obtained from
the first peak in the frequency spectrum, that agrees with the
one predicted from the solution of Eq.~14!. These frequen-
cies are shown by open triangles~homogeneous case! and
full triangles ~acceptor case! in Fig. 8. Similarly we have
obtained the main frequencies for the breatherlike oscilla-
tions in a system truncated to a symmetrical ‘‘trimer’’~the

FIG. 10. Dynamics of a moving solution in
homogeneous DST case Eq.~2! with v050,
a50. Initial condition, Eq. ~10!, with
A050.4, m05n058, kn50, km50.1p, and
(m̄,n̄)5(27.0); t50, 12, and 48.
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sites 0, 1, and 2 in the inset on Fig. 6!. These frequencies,
shown by open squares for homogeneous case and full
squares for acceptor case, are observed to be between the
dimer frequency and the frequency for post-collapse
breather. The more sites we include in the truncation the
closer we get to the frequency of the post-collapse breather,
which indeed is found to agree with frequencies shown by
circles in Fig. 8 that develop in the full system Eq.~2!, when
initially only a central site is excited as described in Ref. 4.
The same conclusion applies for the acceptor case, where the
frequency for the breather developing from the central exci-
tation is shown by full circles in Fig. 8. We may thus con-
clude that the collapse of the initially broad pulse leads to a
breatherlike solution with the main intensity in one central
site, which behaves like the breather developing from exci-
tation of the central site alone. However, the detailed dynam-
ics cannot be described by a simple dimer or even trimer
approximation. The arguments above apply only to the ho-
mogeneous case and the case with an acceptor defect; for a
donor defect the dynamics is even more complicated due to
its repulsive nature as discussed in connection with Figs. 6
and 7.

B. Moving excitations

The evolution of moving excitations is investigated by
using the initial condition Eq.~10! with kmÞ0 andkn50,
i.e., excitations are moving in the ‘‘m direction.’’ The evo-

lution is strongly dependent on the initial excitation number
N and modulation vectorkm . Also, here we start with a
broad initial distribution. In general, we observe that the
pulse contracts as it moves along. When a spike of width of
few sites is formed it slows down and get pinned at a par-
ticular site. The remaining part of the pulse continues to
move and contract and may subsequently leave another
pinned spike. This scenario continues until the main part of
the initial pulse is pinned at different sites, and when the rest
of the pulse is unable to contract it is dispersing.

Figures 9 and 10 show the evolution of moving excita-
tions in the homogeneous DST case for different excitation
numbersN.9 and 16, respectively. In the first case one
spike is dropped after six sites at (0,21). In the latter case
two spikes are dropped after three and nine sites with slightly
decreasing amplitudes. We note that the excitation number in
Fig. 9 is smaller that twice the threshold valueNc55.86,
thus only permitting the formation of a single spike, while
the excitation number in Fig. 10, being smaller than three
times the threshold value, permits formation of two spikes.
~A simulation of a moving solution with the same amplitude
and modulation wave vectorn05m0510 corresponding to
excitation numberN.25 showed the creation of three
spikes.! We observe that the number of spikesn, created
during the contraction of the initial pulse increases with the
excitation number for a fixed value of the modulation wave
vectorkm . The dependence ofn on the excitation number
for km50.1p is plotted in Fig. 11~a!. While the general trend
is an increase in the number of the created spikes with in-
creasingN, the fine structure of the curve is quite compli-
cated. The sharp resonant peaks occur on the broader back-
ground pedestal at particular values of the excitation
numbers. We explain these resonances by a certain relation
between the oscillation period of the created breather during
the collapse and the transition time of the smooth broad
background moving through the collapsing site. In Fig. 11~b!
we show the contour ofn as a function of excitation number
and modulation wave vector:n(N,uku). Note from Fig. 11
that the critical valueNc appears to be a threshold value for
the creation of a single spike in the limit of small modulation
wave vectors. It seems natural because the initial pulse is
taken to be smooth; therefore the initial dynamics of the
contraction of the moving pulse is close to the continuum
limit. Thus this scenario defines the minimum threshold
value of the excitation number that is necessary to create the
first spike. On the other hand, the critical valueNc gives an
estimate from above for the excitation number trapped in the
pinned spike. Our results show that the excitation number
trapped in the single standing spike is always less thanNc ;
usually it is around 4.

The pinned excitation created in the post-collapse stage of
the moving pulse only have very weak oscillations of the
central site intensity in contrast to the post-collapse evolution
of the standing excitation. They are not breatherlike, but re-
semble the stationary stable narrow solitonlike excitations
discussed in Sec. III. The qualitative difference between
these two cases lies in the velocity of the weak background
surrounding the pinned spike. In the moving cases a weak
pedestal keeps moving out of the pinning site, while in the
case of standing quasicollapse there is permanent strong in-

FIG. 11. Number of spikesn created during the quasicollapse of
the moving initial pulse. Initial condition, Eq.~10!, with
m05n058 and (m̄,n̄)5(27,0). ~a! Dependence ofn on the exci-
tation numberN for fixed initial modulationkn50, km50.1p. ~b!
Contours ofn as a function ofN andkm .
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teraction between the central site and its pedestal, which
eventually leads to creation of a breatherlike structure.

Introducing defects into the DST lattice, we obtain the
results for the dynamics of the moving solution shown in
Figs. 12–14. In Fig. 12 head-on collision with an acceptor
leads to the creation of a bound state at the site of the defect.
For high initial excitation numbers we have observed the
formation of pinned spikes beyond the acceptor. In general,
the threshold for forming more spikes is higher for the ac-
ceptor case than for the homogeneous case. The influence of
acceptor on the collapse dynamics is, however, depending on
different parameters such as acceptor strength and position
and lattice symmetry and, in addition, on the pulse param-
eters, in a very complicated manner and a detailed study is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 13 shows a similar collision with a donor defect. In
this case a bound state is created next to the donor@i.e., at
(m,n)5(0,24)]. This difference of behavior in the acceptor
and the donor case is caused by the reflection from the strong

donor defect. In the acceptor case initially no reflection oc-
curs. Figure 14 shows the collision with a donor for an ex-
citation with N.6.2, which is slightly above the threshold
value. In this case the excitation is seen to disperse due to the
repulsion of the donor. Note that in the absence of the defect
the same initial condition collapses.

Investigations of collapse dynamics similar to the ones
described above were also carried out for the AL case@Eq.
~2! with a51]. For both the standing and moving excita-
tions we found qualitatively the same behavior. However,
the intensity of the pinned spikes is considerably higher,
which is due to the fact that the excitation number, which is
still limited by Nc , for the AL case readsN.2 ln(1
1 1

2uU0,0u2) with almost all intensity trapped at one site. From
here one can estimate the central site intensity as

uU0,0u252eN/222'16

for N5Nc'5.86. A detailed comparison of the quasicol-
lapse dynamics in DST and AL cases is presented in Ref. 23.

FIG. 12. Dynamics of a moving solution in
the inhomogeneous acceptor DST case Eq.~2!
with v052, a50. Initial condition, Eq. ~10!,
with A050.4, m05n056, kn50, km50.1p,
and (m̄,n̄)5(27,0); t50, 6, and 24. Defect at
~0,0!.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the nonlinear dynamics of intense enve-
lope pulses within the context of a generalized discrete non-
linear Schro¨dinger equation incorporating the on-site nonlin-
earity, the linear and nonlinear coupling between nearest
neighbors, and the presence of point defects. We have found

the generalized two-dimensional discrete solitons and have
shown their significant role in the final stage of the quasi-
collapse dynamics. The influence of the nonlinear coupling
terms ~AL term! on the stability of soliton solutions is to
increase the stability regime. Also, an acceptor point defect
has a stabilizing effect on soliton solutions. The dynamics of

FIG. 13. Dynamics of a moving solution in
the inhomogeneous donor DST case Eq.~2! with
v0522, a50. Initial condition, Eq.~10!, with
A050.4, m05n056, kn50, km50.1p, and
(m̄,n̄)5(27,0); t50, 18, 24, and 48. Defect
at ~0,0!.
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contracting moving pulses is investigated in detail. We have
found the conditions of quasicollapse and investigated the
transition from the initial states that are close to the con-
tinuum limit to the superposition of essentially discrete im-
mobile narrow states. The characteristic feature of the dis-
crete quasicollapse of a moving pulse is the splitting of the
initially moving broad pulse into a track of the standing nar-
row structures that have nearly fixed trapped energy. This

phenomenon defines the finite lifetime of the initial pulse and
its finite propagation-penetration length. The significant part
of the initial energy of the pulse in the range of 30–60 % of
the initial value is trapped at certain sites, while the rest is
spread dispersively over the whole lattice. The influence of
point defects in the form of on-site linear frequency shifts on
the quasicollapse dynamics has also been studied. A very
complicated behavior depending in detail on several param-

FIG. 14. Dynamics of a moving solution in
the inhomogeneous donor DST case Eq.~2! with
v0522 at (m,n)5(27,0), a50. Initial condi-
tion, Eq. ~10!, with A050.33, m05n056, kn

50, km50.1p, and (m̄, n̄)5(27,0); t
50, 18, 24, and 48. Defect at~0,!.
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eters was observed. But, in general, the acceptor-type defect
tends to promote collapse and attract the excitation to the
defect site, while the donor defect due to its repulsive nature
may counteract the collapse and repel the excitation.

We have mainly concentrated our investigations on the
DST case, which has more direct applications than the AL
version of the GDNSE, as will be apparent from the discus-
sion in the Introduction. Our results have obvious conse-
quences for the understanding of the energy transport and
localization in nonlinear 2D lattices.

The 2D DST lattice has, for instance, been proposed as a
model of monolayer Scheibe aggregates by several authors
~see Refs. 24, 17, and 18 for a survey!. These molecular
aggregates have a highly ordered and compact structure and
are produced by Langmuir-Blodgett techniques. In cyanine
aggregates Mo¨bius and Kuhn25 have observed highly effi-
cient energy transfer over large distances between donor and
acceptor molecules, the former and the latter being oxacya-
nine and thiacyanine, respectively. The energy transfer is as-
sumed to be carried out by coherent excitons moving on the

aggregate until they become absorbed by the doped acceptor
molecules. The efficiency of this transfer mechanism in-
creases with temperature. In the nonlinear model of the
Scheibe aggregate the Mo¨bius-Kuhn coherent exciton is rep-
resented by the moving ground-state solution. In a sequel to
the present paper we plan to study the influence of thermal
fluctuations on the mobility of the moving ground-state so-
lutions. Furthermore, the results obtained in the present pa-
per are directly applicable to the carrier wave propagation
dynamics in two-dimensional fiber arrays.10
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